
An absolute joy in listening, two new 
LPs from Unseen 
Worlds and Recital Program, 
respectively, draw us deep into the 
world of Philip Corner, collectively 
bridging rough 40 years of his 
astounding career. 'Chord / Gong!' 
encounters him immersed 
at Charlemagne Palestine’s 
Bösendorfer in 1978 in a thrilling effort 
of four-hand piano with the 
composer Carles Santos, while 
'Through Mysterious Barricades with 
George Maciunas' splices efforts from 
the late '80s to 2020, via interventions 
by the Los Angeles based 
composer Sean McCann. Each is as 
stunning as the next and not to be 
missed. 
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A seminal figure in American experimental music, for more 
than half a century Philip Corner has rigorously pushed into 
uncharted creative realms, leaving a body of work in his wake 
that is as humbling as it is inspiring; fluid and organic - tapping 
something elemental and human - while endlessly reimagining 

the possibilities of organized sound. Despite being a 
continuous force in the landscape, for most of his career 

access to the scope and depth of Corner’s efforts was limited 
to a small handful of independently released, often painfully 

rare, albums from the '70s and '80s. Fortunately this has 
begun to change in recent years via a steady stream of 

contemporary and historical releases, a movement that now 
continuous with two stunning LPs, collectively bridging rough 

40 years of his astounding career. 
 

The First, Chord / Gong!, encounters a meeting of kindred 
composers Corner and Carles Santos at Charlemagne 
Palestine’s Bösendorfer piano in 1978, embarking on a 

thrilling effort of four-hand piano, issued by Unseen Worlds, 
and Through Mysterious Barricades with George Maciunas, 

via Recital Program, a body of work ranging from the late '80s 
to 2020, with interventions by the Los Angeles based 

composer Sean McCann. Both are truly wonderful, send the 
seminal importance of Corner to the forefront of the mind, and 

are not to be missed. 
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Philip Corner and Carles Santos 

"Chord / Gong!" (LP) 
  

      

  

Born in 1933 and an intellectual radical of highest order, Philip 
Corner’s life and career is a thread that winds its way through 

the histories of 20th and 21st century music, biding 
generational evolutions of creative practice within the contexts 

of avant-garde and experimental sound. A student of Otto 
Leuning, Henry Cowell, Olivier Messiaen, and Dorothy 

Taubman, Corner inherited John Cage’s legendary Modern 
Music class at the New School for Social Research 

from Malcolm Goldstein in 1967, already a founding member 
of Fluxus who had emerged as one the most free thinking 

artists of the movement. 
 

Even at its earliest stages, Corner’s work pushed into subtler 
and more intimate expressions of sound and performance than 
most of his peers, seeking and tapping something authentically 

human. Whether created solo, collaboratively, or within 
ensembles like Gamelan Son of Lion and Tone Roads - 

founded with Malcolm Goldstein and James Tenney - his is a 
deeply personal and entirely singular body of expressive 

sound, standing apart within the history of experimental music, 
a truth drawn into sharp focus by Chord / Gong!, an album that 

  



encounters him collaborating with the Spanish 
composer Carles Santos. 
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Recorded in New York at Charlemagne Palestine’s legendary 
Bösendorfer piano during May of 1978, but not issued until the 

1980’s when it emerged as a highly limited cassette via the 
Italian imprint, Exit & Exempla, Chord / Gong!, presents two 
long form, four-hand piano versions of Corner’s pieces that 

bear the same names. 
 

Each is quintessential Corner as he’s rarely been heard; 
playfully melodic, while deploying a unique brand of avant-

gardism that blends austere artistic devotion with the 
uncontainable imperfections of the human spirit. 

  

      



  

 

  

      

  

Like so much of Corner’s work, Chord / Gong! is elegantly 
natural and at ease. It forms before the ear as though it’s been 
there all along, while managing to yield endless evolution and 
surprise by rethinking the terms of minimalism; shedding its 

signifying definitions with a blend of flowing repetition, 
deconstructed arpeggios, rubbling bass, immersive almost 
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drone like tone, and ambient sound, partially and fully formed 
melodies, witty call and response, and a palpable nod to the 

idioms roots in Eric Satie. 
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Immersive and overwhelmingly beautiful, more than 40 years 
after it was recorded, Chord / Gong! feels like a missing link; 

more relevant than ever and a much needed breath of fresh air 
into the cemented pathways bound to the conceptions of 

minimal music. A truly stunning and remarkable body of work, 
filled with joy, hope, and creative rigour. It really is impossible 

to recommend this one enough. 
 

Yet another seminal album emerging in the hands Unseen 
Worlds, presented in a new a limited, first time ever vinyl 

edition of 300. Needless to say, it’s as essential as they come. 
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"Through Mysterious Barricades with George 
Maciunas" (LP) 

      

  

Through Mysterious Barricades with George Maciunas joins a 
long line of noteworthy actions embarked up by the Los 
Angeles based imprint, Recital Program. Venturing into 

unexpected territory through structure and approach, it joins 
Philip Corners sonorous past and present into a single, unified 

force of radical, collaborative conceptualism. 
 

The LP draws its materiality from 2 seperate bodies of work by 
the composer, musician, and performer; recordings from a 

small performance of vocal works held in Italy during early in 
2020, entitled Homages to/from George Maciunas, and a 

series of Corner’s piano meditative playthroughs of François 
Couperin’s The Mysterious Barricades, from 1717, recorded 

between 1989 and 1992. Rather than present them as 2 
distinct, freestanding entities as they were initially enacted, the 
composer Sean McCann edited and superimposed them into 

2 side long works of entirely new form and invention. 

  

      



  

 

  

      

  As its title might suggest, Through Mysterious Barricades with 
George Maciunas, through its form, content, and process, 
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nods back to Corner’s roots as one of the founding members 
ofFluxus, a movement which, through radical interventions 
and new methods of collaboration - among other tactics - 

sought to uproot the orthodoxies surrounding the perceived 
nature of music, participation, authorship, and the centrality of 

the composer. 
 

Encountered here, there can be little doubt that Corner’s 
revolutionary spirits hasn’t wained. As much sound collages as 
the splitting of temporality, the two sides of the LP encounter 
drifting, mediative melodies in collision with the gut wrenching 

and emotive expulsions from Corner’s vocal chords, 
culminating as vibrant, surprising, and entirely new musical 

manifestation that reveal a composer with the better part of 3 
quarters of century of work behind him, still creating on terms 

that set him far ahead of the pack. 
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Engrossing and challenging at every turn, Through Mysterious 
Barricades with George Maciunas is a thrilling immersion into 

active and brilliant creative mind. 
 

A truly stunning effort, built from chance and sonic radicalism 
that channels the depths of the human spirit in ways that only 
Corner can. Not to be missed. It’s not going to sit around for 

long, so grab it while you can. 
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